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We study the Maxwellian solutions of the stationary Vlasov-Poisson system, which describes
stationary states for plasma. We prove existence, uniqueness and regularity results for these
solutions.

Notations:

In this paper, we denote the derivative with respect to the time t by at and the
gradient with respect to the position x by ax. We do not specify the target space
for the functional spaces when it is R: LP(RN ) = LP(RN,R). XA is the characteristic
function of the set A. The Marcinkiewicz space LP,OO(il) is defined for all
pe]l, + 00 [by

U,OO(il) = {feLfoc(il) IsupA· meas {xeilll!(x)1 > A}l/p < oo}.
'\>0

1. Introduction

In this paper, we study the stationary solutions for a simple plasma model. A
plasma is a gas of charged particles interacting through electromagnetic forces. The
study of stationary solutions of several kinetic models (see Refs. 15 and 17) leads to
the Vlasov-Poisson model. The Vlasov equation is a first order partial differential
equation which describes the evolution of the density f of the plasma in the phase
space:

ad +~. ax! + (E(t,x) + Eo(x))· ad = 0,
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184 1. Dolbeault

where E satisfies the Poisson equation:

div E = p (P)

and Eo denotes an external electric field; the spatial density of the plasma p is given
by

p(t,x) = I~f(t,x,g)dg.

The Vlasov-Poisson system (see Ref. 11) describes the state of a rarefied gas of
charged particles interacting with an external electric field Eo and an electric field E
created by the particles themselves. The field Eo models another species of particles
which are supposed to be stationary. This model gives a good approximation of the
dynamics of a gas of charged light particles (say electrons) moving in a background
of charged heavy particles (say ions).

The description is done at the kinetic level: f is the density of the particles which
at time t and point x move with velocity f We assume that the particles remain in an
open set fl and we are interested in the non-relativistic case: gbelongs to RN

. It is
natural to assume that f is non-negative and that the solution has a finite total mass:

Iop(t, x) dx .

In the following, we restrict ourselves to the study of stationary Maxwellian
solutions of the Vlasov-Poisson system. We prove results of existence (using varia
tional methods and representation of the solution with the Green function) and
uniqueness (using considerations of convexity) when fl is RN or when it is a regular
bounded open set of RN . These results are extensions of theorems obtained by
Dressler in Ref. 15 (case fl = RN) and by Gogny and Lions in Ref. 17 (bounded
case). In appendix A, we shall go back to the model and explain why Maxwellian
solutions of the Vlasov-Poisson system are particularly interesting. We shall also
generalize our results to the case of several species of light particles (see appendix
B).

Assuming that the mean velocity of the particles (at point x) is zero (which is
natural if fl is bounded and not radially symmetric), stationary Maxwellian solutions
are given (for all teR) by

f(t, x, g) = m(x, g) ,

1 2
m(x, C) = . p(x) . e -I~I /(2T)

~ (21T"T)N/2 '
(x, g) e fl x RN ,
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where fl is an open set of RN
. T is the temperature (T> 0) and of course

The problem reduces to solving the following system:

divE = p.

Assuming that there exists a potential U0 such that

it is enough to prove that there exists a potential U (with E = - ax U) and a density p

which satisfies

By normalizing p in the L I-norm (see remark 2 if there is no renormalization)

p = Ioe (U+Uo)IT dx '

the problem reduces to solving the following equation:

poe- U1T

- AU = I -U/Tdxopoe

where Po is defined by setting

Po = e- Uo1T ,

or, replacing Uby TV:

-v
-TAV = poe

Iopoe Vdx

(xefl) ,

(xefl) .

(Oa)

(Ob)
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The case T#-1 can be treated by the same method as the case T= 1: in the following,
we shall suppose that T= 1. We therefore have to solve

-u
-fiU = poe

f npoe U dx
(xe11) . (1)

Let us note that if 11 = RN with N? 3, Eq. (1) is equivalent to

where gN is the Green function

ISN - 11- 1

gN = ~IN 2

(xe11) ,

This last situation is a particular case of the generalized Poisson-Boltzmann
Emden equation, which can be derived in several ways (see Ref. 2).

2. Existence and Uniqueness in RN (N?3)

We assume that 11 = R N. In the following theorem, we give an extension (see Ref.
15) of Dressler's existence and uniqueness result (see also appendix A: the Vlasov
Fokker-Planck model for a precise statement of Dressler's theorem).

Theorem. Let Po be a non-negative function of L l(RN
) with N? 3, such that Po is

not identically equal to O. Then there exists a solution of the equation:

(la)

in L N1(N-2)''''(RN ), and VUbelongs to L NI(N-1)·"'(RN ).

The solution is unique in L NI(N-2), "'(RN), up to an additive constant. Moreover,
the following limit exists

U '" = lim ( sup IIUIIL1(B(x, 1)))'
r--+ + '" XEB(O, r+ l)c

and we have:
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Proof:

1st step: We assume that Po is a function of L 1nL 2N/(N+2) (RN). It is not restrictive
to assume that

IIPoIIL'{RN
) = 1

(replacing of Po by II I~o does not change Eq. (la)). Let us prove the existence
Po L

1
(R

N
)

of a positive solution of Eq. (la) in D 1,2(RN ) = {VeL 2N/(N-2)(RN ) IVVeL 2(RN )}.

Let us consider a function V of D 1,2(RN) and define the functional J by setting:

J is bounded below on D 1
,2 (RN

). Indeed, by Jensen's inequality, we have

Holder's inequality ensures that

and using Sobolev's embedding,

(2)

where C(N) is a strictly positive constant, we get

We therefore have

with

1 2
J(V) ~ -2"VVII 2 N - C1IVVII 2 N ,L(R) L(R)

(3)
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and consequently,

Let us consider a minimizing sequence (Un)neN:

lim I(Un) = inf 1(V) .
n--+ + 00 VeD1,2(JRN)

It is not restrictive to assume that, for all neN,

Using Eq. (3), we obtain

'v'neN.

Moreover, it is clear that

1(V+) :5 1(V) ,

and we can then assume, without loss of generality, that

'v' neN,

One can note that D 1,2(RN
) c H\oc (RN

). Rellich-Kondrachov's theorem ensures
that (Un)neK is strongly relatively compact in L loc(RN) and therefore converges
almost everywhere in RN

, after extraction of a subsequence if necessary: there exists
a non-negative function U of D 1,2(RN) such that

Un --+ U a.e..

The lower semi-continuity of the L 2-norm ensures that

IIVUIIL2(RN) :5 lim infll VUn Il L2(RN)
n---+ + 00

and, using Lebesgue's theorem of dominated convergence, we obtain
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which proves that

J(U) = inf J(V).
VeDJ'\RN

)

To avoid technical considerations, let us consider the more regular functional J+
defined on D 1.2(lRN) by setting

We have

and therefore

J+ (U) = inf J+ (V) .
VeDJ,2(RN

)

J + is a functional of class CIon D 1.2(lRN):

Consequently we have

and

because

U ~ 0 a.e..

2nd step: The solution of the first step is unique in D 1.2(lRN). Indeed, let us define
the convex cone D + by setting
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By the maximum principle, every solution of (la) is non-negative and therefore
belongs to D +. As a consequence, every solution U of (la) satisfies

dJ+(U) = O.

Now, we have

and J is strictly convex. Indeed, the L 2-norm is strictly convex and if we consider two
functions Uland U2 belonging to D 1,2(RN) and t E [0, 1], we get

by Holder's inequality. Finally

J(tU1 + (1 - t)U2) :5 tJ(U I) + (1 - t) J(U2),

and this inequality is strict if IIVU2 - VU11IL2(RN) ;z! 0 and tE]O, 1[.
The solution of

is therefore unique in D +: the solution of (la) is unique in D 1,2(RN) if Po belongs to
L InL 2N/(N+2)(RN).

3rd step: In this part, we use classical results of interpolation theory in the
Marcinkiewicz spaces (see Refs. 21, 22 and 26) to prove the existence of a solution
of Eq. (la) in the general case (PoEL I(RN».

Let us note that the solution found in the first step (case poEL 1nL2N/(N+2)(RN»
can be expressed with the Green functiongN:

where
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-u
Indeed, V = gN * I Po e _udx belongs to D 1,2(RN) because of

RNpOe
the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequalities in LP

N . 1 JL 1
Let O<JL<N, 1<p<-- and letq satIsfy: -+-= 1+-. Then

N-JL p N q

Therefore:
1

1) gN(x)=k ~II' with k= ISN-11- 1 and fi=N-2. poEL 1nL 2N/(N+2)(RN) and U

is non-negative: v = poe - U ELP(RN), with p = NV:2 ' which ensures that V

belongs to L q(RN) with q = Nv:.
2

.

2) IVgN(x) I= N~l :11' with fi=N-l. vELP(RN), withp= NV:2 ,which ensures

that VVbelongs to L q(RN ), with q = 2.
But U and V are both solutions of Eq. (la) in D 1,2(RN), and in D 1,2(RN) the solution
is unique:

U= V.

-U
Since I poe udx belongs to L l(RN), it is obvious that U belongs to L N/(N-2),00

RNpOe
(RN), and that VUbelongs to L N/(N-l),OO(RN) because of

the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequalities in LP' 00:
Let p E ]1, + 00 [. Then

Therefore

which does not depend on U.
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Now, we only assume that Po belongs to L 1(JRN). Let us define pn by setting

pn = min (p, n) (V neN).

Of course pn belongs to L 1nL 2N/(N+2)(JRN) and the equation

has a unique solution un in D 1,2(JRN), which satisfies

But there is a continuous embedding of L N/(N-1),00(JRN) into Lloc(JRN) for all q in
N

[1, --[: according to the Rellich-Kondrachov theorem, there exists a function [
N-l

of L NI(N-1),00(JRN) such that, after extraction of a subsequence if necessary,

un --+ U a.e. in JRN .

Lebesgue's theorem ensures that

pne-u
n

--+ poe-u

and therefore U is a solution of Eq. (la), which satisfies

4th step: Let us note that L N1(N-2),00(JRN ) is continuously embedded in L1mif(JRN)

for all qe [1,~2 [: there exists a positive constant C such that for all function V
N-

of L N1(N-2)''''(RN )

sup) IVII L'(B(x, 1» :::; qIVIILNI(N-2)'~(RN) < 00

xER

which ensures that the following limit exists

Voo = lim ( sup 1IVIIL1(B(x,1)))'
r--> + 00 XEB(O, r+ 1)'
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Moreover, if U is the solution of the 3rd step, then U 00 = O.
Now, if U is a solution of Eq. (la), (U+k) is also a solution for all constant keR.

Indeed

a(U + k) = aU,

and

poe-(U+k)

JRNpOe -(U+k) dx

Let us prove the uniqueness of the solution (up to an additive constant). Let U 1 and
U2 be two solutions ofEq. (1a) such that

lim ( sup 1IUIIIL1(B(x, 1))) = lim ( sup IIU21IL\B(x, 1))'
r-+ + 00 xeB(O, r+ 1)' r-+ + 00 xeB(O, r+ 1)'

If U1 = U2 a.e. on [Po>O], then

If meas[U1~ U2 and Po> 0] > 0, it is not restrictive to assume that meas[U1> U2 and
Po>O]>O.

Let us compute

The maximum principle ensures that

Using Eq. (la), we get

rAt us define UI by setting, for all t~ [0,1]
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ut = tU I + (1 - t)U2 •

Integrating by parts, we have

because, according to Lebesgue's theorem

Now, using Fubini's theorem, we get

which proves that

Finally
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and therefore

poe- Ut

JRNpOe-U'dy

More precisely, this last equality is equivalent to

or

But meas[U l :2: U2 and Po > 0] > 0:

which implies

I -lJ dx I -lJ dxRN Po e 2X[U, < U2] :2: RN Po e 'X[U, < U2]

and therefore

meas[Ul < U2 and Po > 0] = 0,

U1 :2: U2 a.e. on [Po> 0] .

Using
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o = (_-----'--p..::.o_e_-_
V

_
I

_

JR!"poe - VI dy

we have

and therefore

Using a regularization method and the Harnack inequality, it is easy to prove that
U I - Uz is constant. According to the condition

lim ( sup IIUIIILI(B(x, I))) = lim ( sup IIUzIIL\B(x, I») ,
r--> + 00 XEB(O, r+ I)' r--> + 00 XEB(O, r+ I)'

we have

a.e. on lRN .

The solution of Eq. (la) is unique up to an additive constant.

Remark 1. Physically, Po is the asymptotic density of the plasma when the
temperature is going to infinity (let us forget the way we obtained Po and assume
that it does not depend on the temperature). Multiplying Eq. (Ob) by V and
integrating over lRN

, we successively get (here, we assume that Po belongs to
L l nL 2N/(N-Z) (lRN )):

TIIV'VJlz2 N :5 f NPoVdx -In(f NPoe-Vdx).
L (R) R R
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But

and therefore

e- 2C1T ::5 I -Vdx < 1IRN poe -.

Now, for all T> 0, let us denote V(T) the solution of Eq. (Ob) p(T) the corresponding
density

Finally

< 2(1 I -v(T)- - IRN poe dx)

which proves that p(T) = Po e - V(T) --+ Po in L l(RN) when T goes to + 00.

Remark 2. If we do not impose any normalization on p(x) = I RNm(x, g)dg, Eq. (Ob)
is replaced by

(xED),

and the conclusions of the theorem hold (the proof is the same). But in this case the
mass of the system is IlpllL \RN ) and
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because p= poe -v and v> 0 a.e.. Moreover, like in remark 1, p(T)= poe -v(T)~po in
L I(RN

) when T goes to + 00.

3. Some Complementary Results

3.1. 0 is an open set of RN(N ~ 3), but is different from RN

Let us assume that Po is non-negative, belongs to L InL 2N/(N+2) (0) with N~ 3,
and is not identically equal to O. We have to solve the following problem:

-u
-AU = poe

f npoe udx

with the boundary condition

onO (lb)

U=o

If 0 and 0 are such that the equation

-AW= 0

with the boundary condition

W=o

has a solution in

on aO.

onO

onaO

(4)

and if 0 is bounded from below «0) - belongs to L 00 (aO) or equivalently e - (j

belongs to L 00 (aO», then Eq. (lb) has a unique solution in D I•2(0). Indeed, by the
maximum principle, the solution Wof Eg. (4) is unique and satisfies

W ~ inf O(x).
XEan

Let us define Vand PI by setting

V= U- W,

-wPI = poe .
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Pl belongs to L lnL 2N1(N+2)(f!) and we now have to solve

Ple- v

-aV= I Vdx'
OPle

The same method as in part 2 applies.
Let us note that if aD is regular (of class C1by parts) and bounded, a necessary

but not sufficient condition for the existence of solutions of Eq. (4) is the following
condition:

UeL(2N-l)/(N-2)(aD) .

If D is a regular bounded open set,

and therefore, if U belongs to H l /2(D) and is bounded below, Eq. (4) has a unique
solution in H1(D). This result is an extension of the case

Po = 1

which has already been treated in Ref. 17.

3.2. Cases N = 1 and N = 2

VxeD

The previous results can be extended to the cases N = 1 and N = 2, provided that
the hypotheses on Po are modified (see Ref. 2 for explicit expressions of the solution
in the case Po = 1).

CaseN=1
Let us assume for instance that D = ]0,1[, and that Po is non-negative, belongs to

L 1(]0,1[) and is not identically equal to zero. In this case, D 1,24(]0,1[) =H1(]0,1[) and
Eq. (2) has to be changed into

1IVIIL\jO,l[) :5 C(1) '1IVVIIL2(jO,1[),

where C(1) is a strictly posiltive constant. The same method as in part 2 applies: Eq.
(1b) has a unique solution in HWO,1[), and it is not difficult to extend this result to
every bounded open set of R.

CaseN=2
Here D is even R2 or a bounded set of R 2 (in this case, we deal with the

homogeneous problem U= °on aD). Let us assume that Po is non-negative, belongs
to L 1nL 1+ E(D) for some E> 0, and is not identically equal to 0. Then Eq. (1b) has a
unique solution in
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Once again, it is enough to prove the following inequality:

(I _V ) IIPoIILl+'(u)In poe dx ~ InllpoIIL1(u) - C(2, e) -II-II IIVVIIL\u),
u Po L'(U)

where C(2, e) is a strictly positive constant. In fact, it is enough to prove only this for
functions of class C 1 with compact support. With Holder's and Sobolev's
inequalities, we obtain successively:

and therefore

which proves the result.

3.3. Positivity, regularity, symmetry

Using the maximum principle and elliptic bootstraping arguments, one can prove
results of strict positivity and regularity. If supplementary hypotheses about Po, !1
and possibly U0 are assumed, one can also prove results of symmetry, using the
uniqueness of the solution (for example, if!1 is a ball, Po is radially symmetric, and
(; is constant, then the solution composed with a rotation is still a solution: the
solution is therefore radially symmetric).

Appendix A: Why Maxwellian Solutions?

One can derive directly Eq. (1) (see Ref. 2). In this section, we give some
motivations for studying Maxwellian solutions of the Vlasov-Poisson system as
steady states of more complicated kinetic equations. Maxwellian solutions often
appear in kinetic models which have a dissipation term. The dissipation term is even
a collision integral like the Boltzmann collision term (see Refs. 1, 5, and 8) or a
phenomenological collision term which contains some Laplacian in the velocity
variable ~ (see Refs. 5, 14, 15 and 23) and is equal to 0 if and only if the solution is a
Maxwellian (if there is an entropy dissipation term, it is also equal to 0).
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The Vlasov-Fokker-Planck model

The Vlasov-Fokker-Planck model describes a plasma in a thermal bath at
temperature T(T>O). The density f is supposed to obey

where E satisfies Poisson's equation:

div E = p.

(VFP)

(P)

The friction term div ~ (gf -I- ~ a~f) imposes only the stationary solutions to be

Maxwellian. The friction parameter 7J (7J > 0) has no influence on these solutions.
To be more precise, we give here a result due to Dressler (see Ref. 15) for the
derivation of the stationary solutions of (VFP) in JRN. We assume that there exist
potentials U and U0 such that

and

Let UoeCk(JRN) for some k;:::l, and be at least linearly growing at infinity (as a
consequence, Po is a very rapidly decreasing function). Then every weak stationary
solution f eL 1nL 00 (JRN) of (VFP) can be written as a Maxwellian solution of the
(VP) system. This solution exists and is unique for T big enough. The proof is based
on a fixed-point method. Theorem 1 gives a generalization to all temperatures and
to a larger class of Po of the existence and uniqueness result (it allows the study of
condensation problems in the limit T--->0).

The Vlasov-Poisson-Boltzmann model

The Vlasov-Poisson-Boltzmann system (see Ref. 6) describes a plasma
interacting with an electric: field (E -I- Eo), where E is the field created by the
particles themselves, but takes also the collisions between particles into account
through a quadratic collision term:

at! -I- g. axf -I- (E(x, t) -I- Eo((x» . ad = Q(f, f),

where the collision term has the classical form (see Ref. 3):

Q(f, f) = Q +(f, f) - Q -(f, f),

(VPB)
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with the notations:

!. = !(t, X, ~.),

f' = !(t,x, e),

and

and q > 0 a.e. One can show under technical conditions that a strong solution (see
Ref. 6) of (VPB) in an open bounded set converges in large time towards a
Maxwellian. At the limit, the collision term is null and theorem 2 applies: for all
temperature T, there exists a unique solution.

The Vlasov-Maxwell-Boltvnann model

The Vlasov-Maxwell-Boltzmann system (see Refs. 12 and 13) corresponds to a
more complicated case, the case when the magnetic field created by the particles
themselves cannot be neglected anymore. The density! is supposed to obey

ad + ~. ax! + F(x,t)· ad = QU,j) ,

where F is the Lorentz's force:

F(x, t) = E(x, t) + Eo(x) + ~ 1\ B(x, t)

(VMB)

and the electromagnetic field (E + Eo, B) is supposed to obey Maxwell's equations:

div E = p,

div B = 0,
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where j is given by

We will not give here a rigorous derivation of the form of the stationary states (see
Ref. 25 for a more general heuristic method). Formally, if we are interested in
searching stationary solution:s like:

f(t, x, g) = m(r, 0 "IteR, (x, g)eD x RN a.e.,

E(t, x) = E(x),

we can assume that

B(t, x) = B(x) "IteR, xeDa.e.,

o = dd II N(f In f - J) dx dg
t OxR

= II NQ(m,m)lnmdxdg
OxR

=-4
1 IIII N2 N_lq(g-g,w)(m'm~-mm)ln(m'm~)dxdgdgdw.

OX(R) xs' • mm. •

One can prove (see Ref. 4) that if m is strictly positive, we have

In m(x, g) = a(x) + b(x)g + c(x)lgI 2

and a, b, c satisfy the following system:

(E + Eo) . b = 0,

axa + 2c(E + Eo) + B /\ b = 0,

Using the fact that m belongs to L 1, we can write:

1 -2
m(x, t:) = P(x) e -It- tl f(2T)

~ (27rT)Nf2
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with T> 0 and where p is a non-negative L 1 function defined on n. But

~. (E + Eo) = 0

and, if we impose some technical conditions (case n = RN ), or if we assume (see
Ref. 5) some particular boundary conditions if n is bounded (specular reflexion, for
example, if n is not a surface of revolution), then Tis 2l strictly positive constant and
~= O. Finally, let us note that (~IIB) . atm = O. The stationary solutions of (VPB)
(case B = 0) and the stationary solutions of (VMB) are Maxwellian solutions of the
stationary Vlasov-Poisson system:

div E = p

with

1 2
m(x, /:) = P(x)e -ItI /(2T)

~ (21TT)N/2 '

where p is a non-negative function of L 1(0) and T a strictly positive real number.

Other models

Let us mention here two other kinetic models whose stationary states are
Maxwellian solutions.

The Vlasov-Maxwell-BGK model (see Refs. 6 and 23) which is a good
approximation for the Vlasov-Maxwell-Boltzmann model when the solutions are
approximatively Maxwellian:

(VM-BGK)

where F is the Lorentz's force and M f is the Maxwellian having the same moments

as f.
The Vlasov-Fokker-Planck-Landau model is given by:

at! + ~. ax! + F(x, t)· ad = C(f), (VFPL)

where F is the Lorentz's force and C(f) is the Fokker-Planck-Landau kernel:

where 0 is a function going from R to R.
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Remark 3. One can replace the classical Boltzmann collision term by a modified
Boltzmann collision term, which takes some quantum effects (Pauli's exclusion
principle) into account. The collision integral then has the following form (see
Ref. 7):

C(f) = II N q(g - g., w) (f'f:(1 - Ef) (1 - Ef.)
{lxR

where E is a parameter proportional to Planck's constant. Similar arguments as
before ensure that stationary solutions are Planckians and can be written in the
following form:

m(x, g)
p(x, g) = 1+ Em(x, g) ,

where m is a Maxwellian. The Vlasov equation being linear, the problem reduces
once again to solving the Vlasov-Poisson system for Maxwellian solution, but the
equation for the potential has to be modified.

Appendix B: Vlasov-Poisson Model with Several Species of Particles

The previous results can easily be extended to models (see Refs. 17 and 19) which
describes several species of particles (say n species of particles) interacting only
through electromagnetic forces: fi is the density of the particles of species i; it is a
function defined on R x n x RN such that:

is the spatial density of the particles of the species i. Particles of species i are
supposed of mass m i and charge €i. Vlasov's equation must be rewritten in the
following system:

where

. . €i .
ati' + gaxf' + -i (E(x, t) + Eo(x))' ad' = 0

m

n

E= IE i

i= 1

(i = 1,2, ... , n) ,
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and

If we assume that there exist potentials U and U0 such that E = - axu and
Eo= - axuo, and if we look for solutions such that

f i(t X C) = 1 pi(x)e -ltfl(2T)
, '~(21TTt)N/2 '

we get

with

-dU=
n

I
;=1

and

or

where

-dU=
n

I
i= 1

and the same methods as above apply. One could think that other methods are
needed to treat the case of negative charges, but this case can easily be reduced to
the case of positive charges. Indeed, let us consider the following equation:

-dU=
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Changing U into (- U), we note that it is equivalent to

and finally the case of several species of particles with charges of different signs do
not provide new difficulties (see Ref. 17 for the bounded case without external
electric field).
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